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Abstract: Background/Objectives: Anti-inflammatory agents play a crucial role in controlling inflam-
matory diseases such as Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) but their use is restricted due to their vast 
side effects. M2000 (β-D-mannuronic acid) is a new immunomodulatory drug. According to the capac-
ity of M2000 in suppressing some molecules involved in Toll Like Receptors (TLRs) signaling and 
reducing oxidative stress we hypothesize that, this molecule may have a potential role in decreasing 
inflammatory responses in IBD. The aim of this study was to evaluate the cytotoxicity of M2000 and its 
effect on the gene expression of TLR2 and TLR4. 

Methods: HEK293 cell line was grown and divided into 96-well cell plate and MTT assay was per-
formed. HT29 cells were cultured and treated with low and high doses of M2000. Total RNA was ex-
tracted and cDNA synthesized and quantitative real-time PCR was done to quantify the TLR2 and 
TLR4 mRNA expression. 

Results: We found that M2000 at the concentration of ≤ 1000µg/ml had no obvious cytotoxicity effect 
on the HEK293 cells. Also, low and high doses of M2000 could significantly down-regulate both TLR2 
and TLR4 mRNA expression. Moreover, a significant reduction in gene expression of TLR2 and TLR4 
in an inflammatory condition resulted in high doses of M2000 in the presence of LPS.  

Conclusion: Our study which was conducted in colonic epithelial cell model, shows that M2000 can be 
considered as a new anti-inflammatory agent in IBD. However, more comprehensive experimental and 
clinical studies are required to recognize the molecular mechanism of M2000 and also its safety and 
efficacy. 

Keywords: HT29, IBD, M2000, β-D-Mannuronic acid, TLR2, TLR4. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) is defined as a 
chronic and incurable inflammatory disease of intestines. 
Ulcerative Colitis (UC) and Crohn's Disease (CD) are the 
main types of IBD [1]. IBD highly decreases the quality of 
life of the patients (1) and has remained a worldwide prob-
lem in public health [2]. In the US, IBD is the second most  
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prevalent inflammatory disease which mostly affects people 
between 15-30 year of age [3]. Recently, we are encounter-
ing a rapid increase in the prevalence and incidence of IBD 
worldwide, especially in Asia [3-5]. 
 Several factors are proposed as etiology of IBD including 
genetic susceptibility, alterations in Intestinal Epithelial Cells 
(IECs), immune dysregulation, environmental factors,  
microbiota intolerance, and signaling of oxidative stress. The 
results of both experimental models and clinical studies 
showed that oxidative stress damages the mucosal layer of 
intestines and leads to bacterial invasion which in turn acti-
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vates the immune responses and thus IBD development [6]. 
The IECs express Pattern Recognition Receptors (PRRs), 
such as Toll-Like Receptors (TLRs), to differentiate com-
mensal and attacking bacteria [7, 8].  
 TLRs have been found in IECs and other cell types of the 
digestive system. Animal and human studies revealed that 
TLR1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 9 are present in the small and large 
intestine while TLR6, 7, and 8 are express just in the mice 
small intestine and large intestine of human [9]. The 
expression of TLRs varies throughout the intestine and small 
levels of various TLRs are expressed by IECs of small 
intestine, whereas they are overexpressed by colonic IECs. 
The expression of TLR5 is limited to Paneth cells in the 
epithelium of small intestine [10]. 

 TLRs encompass two different pathways for signal 
transduction: the canonical pathway using MyD88 adaptor 
protein and the non-canonical pathway using TRIF adaptor 
protein [11, 12]. Excluding TLR3, canonical pathway 
activates Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK) and 
NF-kB leading to the secretion of inflammatory cytokines 
such as IL-6 and TNF-α [13]. But the non-canonical pathway 
stimulates Interferon Regulatory Factor 3 (IRF3) resulting in 
the production of interferon [13, 14]. 

 During inflammatory conditions, bacteria can invade the 
gut epithelial barrier, initiate TLRs signaling and lead to 
TLRs expression [15]. It is established that TLRs especially 
TLR2 and TLR4 are involved in a variety of autoimmune 
and inflammatory disorders such as Multiple Sclerosis (MS), 
Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA), Systemic Lupus Erythematosus 
(SLE), Ankylosing Spondylitis (AS) and Type 1 Diabetes 
(TID) as well as IBD [16, 17].  

 Hence, it is suggested that the antagonists of TLR2 and 
TLR4 and their signaling pathway could be useful in design-
ing the novel anti-inflammatory drugs for treating IBD [18]. 

 The principal aim of IBD traditional therapeutic strategy 
is to reduce inflammation; therefore, anti-inflammatory 
drugs including corticosteroids, sulfasalazine, mesalazine, 
infliximab, are used to reduce the inflammation and IBD 
symptoms. But, substantial side effects of classic IBD drugs 
leads them unfavorable [19].  

 M2000 (β-D-Mannuronic Acid) is a novel patented small 
molecule (with Patent No. of DE/102016113018.4 - 
PCT/EP2017/067919) Anti-Inflammatory Drug (NSAID) 
[20]. M2000 is extracted from alginate by chemical hydroly-
sis method in Immunology Department of Tehran University 
of Medical Sciences. Tolerability and anti-inflammatory 
effects of M2000 have been established in various animal 
models of Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis 
(EAE), Adjuvant Induced Arthritis (AIA), nephrotic syn-
drome, and acute glomerulonephritis [21-24]. Recently Mir-
shafiey et al. indicated the satisfactory effect of M2000 on 
several antioxidant enzymes and their gene expression, in-
cluding SOD2, CAT, GPX1, and GST [25]. Recently, the 
efficacy and safety of M2000 were approved in clinical trial 
Phase I/II on RA (IRCT2014011213739N2) and clinical trial 
Phase I/II on AS (IRCT2013062213739N1) [26, 27]. 

 Due to the capacity of M2000 in suppressing some mole-
cules involved in TLRs signaling [28-31] and reducing oxi-

dative stress [25, 32], we hypothesize that this molecule may 
have a potential role in decreasing inflammatory responses in 
IBD. The aim of this study was to evaluate the cytotoxicity 
of M2000 and to determine whether M2000 is able to inhibit 
the gene expression of TLR2 and TLR4 in HT29 cells. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

2.1. Cell Culture of HEK293 
 We purchased Cell lines of HEK 293 from National Cell 
Bank of Iran at Pasteur Institute (NCBI). At first, HEK 293 
cells were cultured in RPMI1640 improved with 10% heat-
inactivated Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), 1% L-glutamine, 
100U/ml penicillin, 100µg/ml streptomycin (Gibco, Life 
Technologies USA). The cells were incubated at 37ºC and 
5% CO2. The medium was changed 3 times a week. Then, 1 
× 104 cells were divided into 96-well cell culture plate. 

2.2. Cell Viability Test  

 After 24hr of cell seeding into a 96-well cell culture 
plate, we performed MTT assay for determining the cell cy-
totoxicity of M2000. Serial dilutions of β-D-Mannuronic 
acid (62.5-1000µg/ml) were added to wells and cells were 
incubated 20-24 hours. Then, 100µl of MTT dye solution 
(0.5mg/ml) was added into each well and incubated for 4hr. 
After incubation time dimethyl sulfoxide was added to dis-
solve the formazan crystals. Finally, absorbance was meas-
ured by microplate reader at 570nm.  

2.3. Cell Culture of HT29 
 HT29 cells are human colon adenocarcinoma cell line 
and repeatedly is used as a model of luminal surface colonic 
epithelial cells. We purchased HT29 from the Cell Bank at 
the International genetic and biological center. Cells were 
cultured in RPMI enriched with 10% FBS, 20mM HEPES 
and 1% L-glutamine and 100U/ml penicillin, 100µg/ml 
streptomycin. Cell culture medium was renewed every 1-2 
days for 4-5 days until when the full polarization of the HT-
29 cell monolayer was achieved. One million HT29 cells 
were divided into each well of 12-well cell culture plates. 

2.4. Treatment of HT29 Cells 
 Twenty-four hours after seeding cells, the cells were 
treated by 1µg/ml LPS, 5µg/ml (low dose) and 25µg/ml 
(high dose) of M2000. The cells incubated at 37ºC and 5% 
CO2 for 20-24hr. Additionally, after 2hr of incubation, we 
added 1µg/ml LPS (Sigma, USA) to cells which had been 
treated with low and high dose of M2000 and returned to the 
cell culture incubator at the same condition. 
2.5. RNA Extraction and Reverse Transcription 
 We used manual method consuming Qiazole (Qiagen, 
USA) to extract total RNA. The concentration and quality of 
isolated RNA were assessed by UV spectrophotometry 
(NanoDrop ND1000) using the 260/280 and 280/230 ratio. 
The RNA was reversely transcribed to cDNA by reverse 
transcription kit (Takara, Japan) according to the instruction 
of the company. 
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2.6. Quantitative Real-time PCR (RT-PCR) 
 We utilized the SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Takara, 
Japan) to perform Quantitative Real-time PCR. The expres-
sion of TLR2, TLR4, and β -actin gene were assessed using 
primer pairs as follows: β -actin: F; CGTTGACATCCGT 
AAAGACC -3', R; 3'- TAGAGCCACCAATCCACACA -5', 
TLR2: F; 5'- TGTCTCTCACCGAACCG -3', R; 3'- 
CAACTCCATTAAGGGTGC -5', and TLR4: F; 5'- GAG-
CACCTGGACCTTTCAAATAAC -3', R; 3'-GTAGGACAT 
GACGAGGTTGATC-5'. The transcripts were quantified by 
ABI Step One Plus Real-time PCR system (ABI System, 
USA). Amplification conditions were: 95ºC for 15s followed 
by 40 cycles of 95ºC for 30s, 60ºC for 30s, and 72ºC for 30s. 
The β-actin housekeeping gene was used for normalization 
of amplification. The relative frequency of TLR2 and TLR4 
gene expression was calculated by 2-ΔΔCt method.  

2.7. Statistical Analysis 

 The results were analyzed by SPSS software (version 
16). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests were 
used to determine whether our data were normally distrib-
uted. The Paired samples t-test was used for detecting statis-
tical differences in parametric analysis and Wilcoxon tests 
were used for non-parametric analysis. P values ≤ 0.05 were 
considered statistically significant. Prism software (version 
5) was used for drawing graphs. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Cytotoxicity Findings of M2000 

 We tested cytotoxicity of some concentrations of M2000 
including, 1000, 250, 62.5µg/ml using MTT assay. The out-
comes of MTT assay showed that M2000 at concentrations 
less than 1000µg/ml had no cytotoxicity on the HEK 293 
TLR4 cells (Fig 1). 

 
Fig. (1). The percent of the viability of HEK293-TLR4 cells after 
treatment with different concentrations of M2000 by MTT assay. 
Treatment of HEK293 cells with concentrations ≤ 1000µg/ml of 
M2000 is associated with more than 50% of cells viability in MTT 
assay. 

3.2. Effect of M2000 on the Gene Expression of TLR2 
and TLR4 

 To determine whether the immunomodulatory effect of 
M2000 is able to change the TLR2 and TLR4 gene expres-

sion, quantitative real-time PCR was performed to reveal the 
mRNA expression of these molecules in HT29 cells. 
 The results of quantitative real-time PCR showed that the 
expression of TLR2 mRNA in HT29 cells in low-dose 
M2000 treatment group was decreased significantly com-
pared with untreated control group, 0.32 + 0.03 vs 1.00 + 
0.16 (p = 0.02). Also, we showed that the high dose of 
M2000 can significantly decrease the gene expression of 
TLR2 compared to control group 0.05 + 0.03 vs 1.00 + 0.16 
(p = 0.01).  
 Treating the cells with low-dose M2000 led to significant 
reduction in the gene expression of TLR4 compared to con-
trol cells, 0.52 + 0.08 vs 1.00 + 0.09 (p = 0.01); similarly, 
high dose of M2000 decreased the gene expression of TLR4, 
0.16 + 0.03 vs 1.00 + 0.09 (p = 0.008).  

3.3. Effect of M2000 on the Gene Expression of TLR2 
and TLR4 in the Presence of LPS 

 The gene expression of TLR2 and TLR4 were assessed in 
the presence of LPS to simulate the effect of M2000 in an 
inflammatory condition. As expected, treating the HT29 cells 
with LPS significantly increased TLR2 and TLR4 gene ex-
pression compared with their baseline levels 1.52 + 0.19 vs 
1.00 + 0.16 (p = 0.001) and 3.17 + 0.25 vs 1.00 + 0.09 (p = 
0.0003) respectively (Figs. 2 and 3). Although low-dose of 
M2000 in the presence of LPS had no effect on the TLR2 
gene expression compared to the untreated control group, the 
high-dose M2000 in the presence of LPS significantly re-
duced the expression of TLR2 mRNA compared to the con-
trol group, 0.07 + 0.02 vs 1.00 + 0.16 (p = 0.01). Comparing 
the results with the gene expression of TLR2 in exclusively 
LPS treating group showed that co-treatment of LPS with 
low and high doses of M2000 significantly reduce the gene 
expression of TLR2, 0.91 + 0.09 vs 1.52 + 0.19 (p = 0.009) 
and 0.07 + 0.07 vs 1.52 + 0.19 (p = 0.007) respectively (Fig. 
2).  

 
Fig. (2). Effect of M2000 on the expression of TLR2 mRNA in 
HT29 cells. Abbreviations: LM: low dose of M2000 (5µg/ml); HM: 
high dose of M2000 (25µg/ml); LPS: lipopolysaccharide. Data are 
shown as mean + SD. The sign of * displays significant statistical 
difference with the control group. The sign of # displays significant 
difference with LPS. 
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 Moreover, Low-dose M2000 in the presence of LPS was 
unable to significantly alter the gene expression of TLR4 
whereas high-dose M2000 accompanied by LPS signifi-
cantly reduced the gene expression of TLR4 on the surface 
of HT29 cells, 1.00 + 0.09 vs 0.18 + 0.01 (p = 0.005). 
 The culture of HT29 cells with the combination of LPS 
and low-dose M2000 did not significantly alter the gene ex-
pression of TLR4 compared to the gene expression of TLR4 
in exclusively LPS treating group 1.28 + 0.16 vs 3.17 + 0.25 
(p = 0.001). Whereas co-treatment of LPS with low- and 
high-dose of M2000 could significantly reduce the gene ex-
pression of TLR4 compared to its gene expression in merely 
LPS treating group, 1.28 + 0.16 vs 3.17 + 0.25 (p = 0.001) 
and 0.18 + 0.01 vs 3.17 + 0.25 (p = 0.002) respectively (Fig. 
3). 

 
Fig. (3). Effect of M2000 on the expression of TLR4 mRNA in 
HT29 cells. Abbreviations: LM: low dose of M2000 (5µg/well); 
HM: high dose of M2000 (25µg/well); LPS: lipopolysaccharide. 
Data are shown as mean + SD. The sign of * displays significant 
statistical difference with the control group. The sign of # displays 
significant difference with LPS. 

4. DISCUSSION  

 Toll-Like Receptors (TLR) are pattern recognition 
receptors which recognize conserved molecular patterns of 
microorganisms. Exposure of IECs to PAMPs potentially 
initiates the inflammatory reaction, the most important 
mechanism of UC and its pathogenesis, by chemokines 
secretion and recruitment of inflammatory cells pathogenesis 
[33]. Therefore, IECs could be a potential target for anti-
inflammatory treatment strategies [34]. Corticosteroids and 
immunomodulators such as NSAIDs are traditional favorable 
therapeutic choices for patients with IBD [35]. The NSAIDs 
play a significant role in the management of inflammatory 
disorders [36]. Corticosteroids and immunomodulators have 
profound adverse effects, possibly including a higher risk of 
latent infection recurrence, such as tuberculosis [37]. Recent 
findings show that manipulation of the non-canonical NF-κB 
pathway may provide a new way for designing novel 
therapeutic targets for treating IBD [38]. Non-canonical NF-
κB signaling can be a leading cause of chronic and non-

severe inflammation predisposing IBD. The first phase of the 
non-canonical NF-κB pathway is the recognition of a TNF 
family signaling molecules, such as TNF, lymphotoxin β, 
CD40L, or BAFFR [39]. Therefore, utilizing anti-TNF 
monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) has proved us noteworthy 
therapeutic effects. Current anti-TNF treatments such as 
infliximab, adalimumab, and certolizumab are reported to 
have a great efficacy in mucosal healing of UC patients [35, 
40, 41]. However, the effects of these drugs are often 
variable and temporary. Even though most of the patients, in 
the beginning, respond well to such anti-TNF drugs, but 
there is a high risk of becoming irresponsive in long term. 
 Due to their various side effects, so much effort has been 
put into finding an immunosuppressive agent with acceptable 
amount of efficacy and safety. 
 The crucial role of TLRs in the pathogenesis of 
inflammatory disorders suggests that inhibiting TLRs signal 
transmission can be beneficial in the treatment of 
inflammatory diseases in general [42]. Inappropriately, clinical 
use of TLR inhibitors is very limited due to lack of their 
available ingredients. Thereby, exploring new molecules with 
the ability to interfere TLRs, their co-receptors, and their 
signal transduction is of great importance. 
 Epidemiological studies showed that reducing intestinal 
helminthic infections is associated with a high incidence of 
autoimmune diseases; for instance, according to a study, 
soluble products from the helminth parasite Trichuris suis 
(TsSP) suppress TLR4 responses in human macrophages and 
dendritic cells [43, 44].  
 Interestingly, it has been suggested that probiotic 
helminth administration of the porcine T. suis (TsSP) species 
can suppress the signaling of TLRs and could be considered 
for the treatment of inflammatory and autoimmune diseases 
such as MS, UC, and CD [45-49]. Detection of molecular 
components of TsSp is suggested for future researches to 
extract agents which has potential TLR inhibitory role. 
 Totally, two major methods are described for TLRs 
inhibition: 1. Prohibiting TLR ligands from binding to their 
receptors and 2. Interrupting TLRs signaling pathways by 
stopping the signal transmission to the nucleus [50]. For this 
purpose, a number of therapeutic agents are developed to 
inhibit TLRs and consequently control unwanted inflamma- 
tion; that can be categorized as follows: 

4.1. Small Molecule Inhibitors 

 Small Molecule Inhibitors (SMIs) are popular 
pharmaceutical agents. They are chemical components with 
natural or synthetic origin with the ability to stop TLR signal 
transduction. Their chemical properties such as their small 
size, and amphipathic nature enable these molecules to easily 
pass the cell membranes and modify the intercellular targets 
such as TLRs adaptor proteins as well as other molecules in 
downstream signaling cascade. Although SMIs show 
appropriate bioavailability, their specificity to recognize their 
targets is low.  
 TAK-242 (Resatorvid) is a SMIs with anti-sepsis effect 
that inhibits the communication between TLR4 and two 
adaptor proteins (TIRAP and TRAM) and therefore 
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diminishes the inflammation [51]. After preclinical achieve- 
ments, TAK-242 advanced into clinical trials. clinical trial 
NCT00143611 investigated its effect on severe sepsis and 
other clinical trial NCT00633477 for sepsis-induced 
cardiovascular and respiratory; but both clinical trials have 
been ended in Phase III due to their weak effects and 
business decision respectively. 
 Other SMIs are previously developed drugs while their 
suppressing effect on TLR2 and TLR4 has been recently 
discovered such as statins, and Angiotensin II Receptor 
Blockers (ARBs). 
 For Instance, valsartan (a member of ARB family) can 
reduce the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines release 
and thereby, myocardial myocardial infarction size by 
inhibiting TLR4 signaling [52], while vandesartan another 
member of this family can suppress both TLR2 and TLR4 
activation [53]. 
 Statins are other small molecules with the lipid-lowering 
effect such as fluvastatin, simvastatin, and atorvastatin. 
These drugs have also been shown to effectively suppress 
TLR4 and its induced inflammation [54-56]. 

4.2. Antibodies 

 Despite SMIs, monoclonal antibodies have high 
specificity in targeting certain molecules. Accordingly, they 
have been extensively used to inhibit receptor-ligand interac- 
tion, neutralize soluble molecules, and promote targeted 
cytotoxicity [57].  
 1A6 is another monoclonal antibody interfering MD2, a 
co-receptor for TLR4 activation [58]. It has been found to be 
protective against septic shock [58, 59]. Moreover, an animal 
study showed that 1A6 has a protective role in colitis. 
Unfortunately, the TLR4 inhibiting property of 1A6 was 
accompanying blemished mucosal healing in recovery period 
[60]. This finding reveals the different functions of TLRs in 
disease courses including relapses and remissions. 
Consideration of diverse abilities of TLRs is important to 
design new TLR-based therapies. 
 NI-0101 is a promising anti-TLR4 antibody that acts by 
inhibiting of TLR4 dimerization but its function is not 
associated with the kind or concentratioof ligand [61]. NI-
0101 can prevent cytokine release in monocytes of 
rheumatoid arthritis patients [62]. 
 The results of Phase I clinical trial (NCT01808469) of 
NI-0101 were hopeful as it showed high safety, banning 
cytokine production, and inhibiting LPS induced flu-like 
syndrome [63].  

4.3. Oligonucleotides 

 Certain nucleotide sequences can act as the antagonist of 
endosomal TLRs like TLR3, TLRs7, TLR8, and TLR9. 
These antagonistic nucleotides are able to interfere with 
binding dsRNA, ssRNA, and CpG-DNA ligands to the 
endosomes-expressing TLRs and inhibit their signal 
transduction. Consequently, a set of oligonucleotide-based 
antagonist is designed for treatment of endosomal TLRs 
associated with autoimmune and inflammatory diseases. For 
instance, IRS-954 [64], IMO-3100 [65, 66], DV-1179 [67], 

and INH-ODN-24888 [68] are nucleotide-based inhibitors of 
TLR7 and TLR9 advanced to clinical examinations for SLE 
therapy. Interestingly, IMO 8400 with the ability to inhibit 
more TLRs (TLR7, TLR8, and TLR9) was potent in the 
treatment of mouse models of both lupus and psoriasis [65, 
66, 69]. 

4.4. Lipid A Analogs 

 Lipid A is a lipid part of LPS with a highly conserved 
structure associated with the toxicity of an endotoxin 
molecule. Hence, lipid A is a good therapeutic target for 
modulating TLR4 signaling pathway [70]. Analogs of lipid 
A are TLR antagonists, for example, eritoran (E5564) is a 
synthetic lipid A analog of Rhodobacter sphaeroides. E5564 
competitively bind to the MD2 and inhibit the TLR4 
signaling [71]. Phase II clinical trial of eritoran in severe 
sepsis patients (NCT00046072) resulted in a lower mortality 
rate [72]. But Phase III was unsuccessful because of its poor 
survival outcome [73].  

4.5. MicroRNAs 

 MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a category of small non-
coding RNA molecule act as post-transcription regulator 
factors [74]. They target messenger RNAs to reduce or 
inhibit their translation. At least 20 microRNAs are 
recognized regulating TLRs signaling cascades [75]. There 
are well-known TLRs-regulating microRNAs like miR-146a, 
miR-155, and miR-21a which attracted the attention of many 
studies in the area of autoimmune disorders. MiR-146a was 
found to inhibit the translation of the TRAF6 and IRAK1 in 
the downstream signaling cascade of TLR4 [76]. Additional 
studies have demonstrated that miR-146a plays a central role 
as an intrinsic brake on inflammation [77]. 
 miR-21 has been shown to decrease the expression of 
programmed cell death 4 gene (PDCD4) resulting in IL-10 
release and promoting anti-inflammatory responses [78].  
 miR-155 has been reported to show controversial 
function in direction of inflammation; for instance, miR-155 
damp down the inflammation by interfering TAK1 and 
blocking the activation of NF-κB [79]. On the other hand, 
there are data demonstrating the role of miR-155 in progress 
of SLE [80] and septic shock [81], and neuroinflammation 
[82].  

4.6. Nano-Inhibitors 

 Nano-inhibitors serve as favorable and potent TLR-
inhibitors. They have improved bio-distribution and adequate 
accumulation because of their ultrafine dimensions [83, 84].  
 Widely held TLR nano-inhibitors act on TLR4 signaling 
pathway. Lipid-modified Non-Anticoagulant Heparin 
Nanoparticle (NAHNP) is an intriguing self-assembling 
nanodevice with an inhibitory effect on chronic inflammation 
in an animal model of RA. NAHNP interacts with TLR4/MD2 
and preventing MyD88-dependent NF-kB pathway [85].  
 Other TLR4 nano-inhibitors use emerging Gold 
Nanoparticles (GNPs) because of their interesting medical 
and physical properties [86], including HDL-like NP [87], 
bare GNP [88], and glycolipid-coated GNP Peptide [89]. 
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 According to the previous studies, the immunosup- 
pressive effects of M2000 were found in animal models and 
cell lines [21-24, 90]; Also, anti-oxidant property of M2000 
and its monomer, G2013 has been proven in animal models 
[25, 32]. Recently, the results of a clinical trial showed that 
M2000 has an inhibitory effect on Anti-Cyclic Citrullinated 
Peptide Antibodies (anti-CCP), Rheumatoid Factor (RF), 
anti-double strand DNA (anti-dsDNA) and acute phase 
reactants in RA patients [91]. Also, a reduction in IL17 and 
RORγt gene expression was observed in RA patients after 
oral administration of M2000 [92].  
 The previous researches have demonstrated that M2000 
lowers the expression of the molecules involved in the 
downstream signaling pathway of TLR2 and TLR4 [28-31]; 
therefore, we hypothesized that these receptors can be 
considered as specific targets of M2000.  
 Interestingly, we found that M2000-treated HT29 cells 
downregulated the expression of TLR2 mRNA and TLR4 
mRNA. This finding was congruent with the previous 
studies. In 2017, Aletaha et al. showed that M2000 
efficiently can inhibit the mRNA expression of MyD88 and 
NF-κB as well as reduce the production of TNF-α and IL-6 
in HEK-293 cells stimulated by LTA and LPS [28]. 
Mortazavi Jahromi et al. in 2017 showed that M2000 
significantly reduces the gene expression of miR-146a, 
IRAK1, TRAF6, and NF-κB [29]. Sharifi et al. in 2017 
showed that G2013 (analog of M2000) significantly reduces 
NF-κB, IkB and MyD88 mRNA expression and also 
decreases the secretion of IL-1β in human mononuclear cells 
[30]. According to the other studies, this drug can 
significantly reduce the Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) 
of TLR2 and TLR4 as well as gene expression of NF-κB in 
Common Variable Immunodeficiency (CVID) [31], whose 
patients are more prone to inflammatory and autoimmune 
diseases [93, 94]. 
 We know that oxidative stress damages the mucosal layer 
of intestines, leading to bacterial invasion, and IBD 
development [6]. Therefore, due to the capacity of M2000 in 
suppressing TLR2 and TLR4 and its role in oxidative stress 
reduction M2000 [25, 32] we anticipate a potent capacity of 
M2000 for preventing IBD. More comprehensive in vitro 
and in vivo studies are needed to recognize the molecular 
mechanism of M2000 and also its probable side effects. 
Although ongoing clinical trials on ankylosing spondylitis 
(IRCT2013062213739N1), rheumatoid arthritis (IRCT20140 
11213739N2), osteoarthritis (IRCT2014113013739N3), 
multiple sclerosis (IRCT2016111313739N6), and breast 
cancer (IRCT2017012213739N7) can be beneficial to 
evaluate the clinical effects of M2000 and its probable side 
effects, we suggest that M2000 should advance to clinical 
investigation phase because of its promising TLR inhibiting 
effect on colonic epithelial cells.  

CONCLUSION  

 Here, we showed that M2000 exerts its suppressive effect 
by down-regulating the surface expression of TLR2 and 
TLR4. The established role of this drug in the reduction of 
some signaling molecules of TLRs' can be probably due to 
the suppression of TLR2 and TLR4. 

 According to the results of our research on TLR2 and 
TLR4 mRNA expression in colonic epithelial cell model, we 
conclude that M2000 could be considered as a new treatment 
of inflammation in IBD. 

CURRENT & FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS  

 Recently, using inhibitors or antagonists of TLRs are 
considered as emerging immunosuppressive treatments for 
inflammatory and autoimmune diseases. To explore proper 
inflammation-modulating TLR inhibitors, their safety and 
efficacy should be controlled in the clinical studies. Al-
though TLR-based therapeutic approaches are well studied 
experimentally, there are few TLR inhibitors that have been 
experienced in clinical trials and unfortunately, most of them 
did not pass the phases of these clinical trials. In addition to 
safety and efficacy, it should be answered accurately how 
these molecules can suppress the immune responses. 
 Launching a clinical trial in the future to evaluate the 
efficacy and safety of M2000 in the clinical manifestations 
of IBD according to the properties of M2000 as a novel TLR 
inhibitor may be promising.  
 Furthermore, TLR nano-inhibitors is an emerging field in 
immunosuppressive therapies which are at preclinical inves-
tigations. Before undergoing any clinical trials pharmacoki-
netic and pharmacodynamics properties of these nano-drugs 
should be done in animal models. The effectiveness of 
nanoparticles in treating cancer makes TLR nano-inhibitors a 
great hope for clinical use in the future. 
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